Purpose: To evaluate the relationship between the peripapillary metabolic alterations [retinal vessel Oximetry (RO)] and the structural findings [retinal vessel diameter and retinal nerve fibre layer thickness (RNFL)] in patients with inherited retinal dystrophies (IRD). Methods: Patients with IRD [24 patients with rod-cone dystrophy (RCD), 15 patients with cone-rod dystrophy, 13 patients with inherited maculopathy] and 18 age-matched controls, who underwent RO imaging and spectral domain optical coherence tomography, were included. The average and quadrant oxygen saturation in all four major peripapillary retinal arterioles (A-SO 2 ) and venules (V-SO 2 ) were measured, and their difference (A-V SO 2 ) was calculated. The corresponding retinal vessel diameter of these arterioles (D-A) and venules (D-V) was measured. The data were compared to the peripapillary RNFL thickness within the IRD subgroups and to the data obtained in the controls. Results: In general, patients with IRD had higher average V-SO 2 values when compared to controls (p ≤ 0.029). Rod-cone dystrophy (RCD) patients differed from controls, but also from patients with other IRDs, when the average and quadrant oxygen saturation values (A-SO 2 and V-SO 2 ) were evaluated (p ≤ 0.026). Within the RCD group, the correlations of RNFL thickness to V-SO 2 , A-V SO 2 , D-A and D-V were significant (p ≤ 0.030), thus indicating a different relationship between the RNFL thickness and the examined parameters, when compared to the other groups. Conclusion: It becomes evident from our combined metabolic-structural approach that a prediction model, to identify which individual is at risk of developing a photoreceptor degeneration of RCD type, can be proposed. It will take into account the peripapillary retinal oxygen saturation, the retinal vessel diameter and the RNFL thickness values.
Introduction
A proper visual function requires an extensive energy generation in the retinal tissue, where an adequate oxygen supply and diffusion are of primary importance (Anderson & Saltzman 1964; Wangsa-Wirawan & Linsenmeier 2003) . Rod photoreceptors are thought to have the highest metabolic rate; however, they are not directly vascularized. Microelectrode-based measurements have confirmed regional variations in the intraretinal oxygen distribution in animal models, under normal conditions. Three oxygen consumption zones, corresponding to the superficial -and deep retinal capillaryand choroidal beds, have been clearly identified . Studies in healthy subjects of many species have implicated higher oxygen uptake from the outer retina, increased significantly by dark adaptation (Stef ansson et al. 1983; Linsenmeier 1986; Haugh et al. 1990; . While under light adapted conditions, the metabolic activity of rod photoreceptors is supplied by the choroidal vessels, and by the deep retinal capillaries, under dark adapted conditions, their metabolic activity is supported further by oxygen diffusion from the superficial retinal capillary vessels .
In vivo research on animal models of outer retinal degeneration (P23H, RCS rat models and Abyssian cat models) reported reduction of the outer retinal oxygen consumption. Although less oxygen is used by the degenerative photoreceptors, in the inner retina, the oxygen metabolism has been measured unaffected. These changes in the oxygen environment are discussed to play a role in the progression of the degenerative process and the neurovascular remodelling (Yu & Cringle 2001 Padnick-Silver et al. 2006) .
Inherited retinal dystrophies (IRDs) are a heterogeneous group of diseases, characterized by progressive reduction of rod and/or cone photoreceptor cell function, variable clinical phenotypes and monogenic inheritance (Ammann et al. 1965; Michaelides et al. 2003; Hamel 2006 Hamel , 2007 . This genetic heterogeneity may reflect the variable vulnerability of photoreceptor cells to a number of endogenous and exogenous factors, including among other light exposure, high trans-fats or oxidized polyunsaturated lipid content, but also a high level of intracellular/extracellular oxidative metabolites and alterations in the retinal oxygen distribution (Wright et al. 2010) . Following apoptosis, metabolic and structural remodelling of the degenerative retina occurs (Milam et al. 1998; Marc & Jones 2003; Jones & Marc 2005; Cottet & Schorderet 2009; Panfoli et al. 2009 ).
Spectrophotometric retinal vessel oximetry (RO) is a novel diagnostic tool providing a non-invasive measurement of the oxygen saturation in the retinal vessels (Hardarson et al. 2006) . The method has proven its reliability in controls and in individuals with diseased retina (Lasta et al. 2012; T€ urksever et al. 2015) .
Recently, alterations in retinal vessel oxygen saturation in patients with inherited diseases of the retina (IRD) were reported, where the rod-cone dystrophy (RCD) patients could clearly be differentiated from controls, but also from patients with other IRDs . Furthermore, several independent study groups uncovered altered oxygen metabolism in retinitis pigmentosa (RP) patients with severe increase in the venular retinal vessel saturation (Eysteinsson et al. 2014; Todorova et al. 2014; T€ urksever et al. 2014; Ueda-Consolvo et al. 2015; Battu et al. 2015; Zong et al. 2016) . Within the RP group, strong correlations between the retinal metabolic demand and the structural (T€ urksever et al. 2014 ) and functional alterations (T€ urksever et al. 2013; Todorova et al. 2016) were found. The previously described sign of reduced retinal vessel diameter (Merin & Auerbach 1976; Hartong et al. 2006; Ma et al. 2012) has been shown to correlate directly with the increased venular oxygen saturation (Eysteinsson et al. 2014; Oxymap, device) , but also with functional alterations in the retina (Lopez Torres et al. 2015) .
Nowadays, the retina and the optic disc can be evaluated in vivo using optical coherence tomography device (OCT). In patients affected by IRD, the method has enabled the identification of different patterns of posterior pole alterations (Sandberg et al. 2005; Mitamura et al. 2013 ) and peripapillary retinal nerve fibre layer (RNFL) thickness involvement (Walia et al. 2007; Walia & Fishman 2008; Hood et al. 2009; Anastasakis et al. 2012; Xue et al. 2013) . However, to what extend the peripapillary metabolic alterations correspond to the axonal and vascular remodelling in patients with IRDs has not been studied yet.
Thus, the aim of this study was first to investigate the relationship between the alterations of the retinal vessel oxygen saturation (SO 2 ), the retinal vessel diameter and the RNFL thickness in the peripapillary area, for a variety of IRDs. The findings about the relation between retinal oxygen metabolism and retinal structure are essential for understanding the role of the remodelling process in keeping the residual visual function under pathophysiologic conditions stable. Second, we aimed at identifying which IRD group would behave in a different way, by applying a combined peripapillary metabolic-structural approach.
Subjects and Methods
A cross-sectional consecutive prospective study was performed, based on 24 patients with RCD (48 eyes), 15 patients with cone-rod dystrophy (CRD; 30 eyes), 13 patients with inherited macular dystrophy (IMD; 26 eyes) and 18 controls (healthy subjects; 36 eyes).
The study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. All study subjects provided an informed consent before enrolment in the study.
Subjects
All controls and patients with IRD completed a standard ophthalmologic examination, including best-corrected visual acuity (Snellen charts), Goldmann applanation tonometry measurement, biomicroscopy and fundoscopy. The clinical phenotype of our patients with IRD was determined following clinical and electrophysiological assessment. Inclusion criteria for patients with IRD were as follows: Caucasian origin, characteristic fundoscopic features of IRD and electrophysiological findings consistent with IRD. Inclusion criteria for controls were as follows: Caucasian origin and best-corrected Snellen visual acuity at distance >0.8. Exclusion criteria for patients and controls were the following: the above-mentioned inclusion criteria not fulfilled, the presence of ocular and/or systemic pathology other than IRD (for instance, diabetes mellitus, hypertension or other metabolic and neurodegenerative diseases, potentially affecting the vessel diameter and the SO 2 measurements), unstable fixation and RO images with inadequate quality.
Retinal vessel imaging
Both pupils of each subject were dilated (to 7.0-8.0 mm) using tropicamide 0.5% and phenylephrine 1% eye drops. After a minimum of 20 min, four test-retest fundus images were obtained, as described previously T€ urksever et al. 2014 Lopez Torres et al. 2015) . Briefly, optic disc-centred fundus images, with 50°field span, were taken for each eye using the Retinal Vessel Analyser (RVA; Imedos UG, Jena, Germany) which was connected to the fundus camera FF450 (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany). Images of both eyes were obtained, starting with the right eye. At least four images were taken and more images added, if needed.
To reduce the effect of pigmentation on RO data evaluated, we checked the image for optimal brightness using the three-channel luminance histogram tool of the RVA (Imedos UG). Only images with optimal illumination, red channel illumination <160 step of the scale and green channel illumination >60 step of the scale were then selected for further analyses (T€ urksever et al. 2015) .
Optic disc-centred image protocol was applied, where two concentring rings are created in the peripapillary area: one with a radius of 1.0 optic disc diameters, and second with a radius of 1.5 optic disc diameters. The region between these two circles defined the area of interest, in which we performed all measurements. All main arterioles and venules within the measurement area were manually selected for analyses. The average SO 2 measurement, arteriolar and venular (A-SO 2 and V-SO 2 ), was obtained by simultaneously selecting the main vessels in all four quadrants. Their difference (A-V SO 2 ), known to be proportional to the oxygen saturation of the retina, was calculated, as well. The quadrant parameters were obtained in quadrants, corresponding to the anatomical location of the main peripapillary vessels: superiornasal (SN), inferior-nasal (IN), inferior-temporal (IT), superior-temporal (ST). In addition, we evaluated the corresponding diameter of all four major retinal arterioles [D-A (lm)] and venules [D-V (lm)]. Representative images of a control and patients from the three IRD groups are given in Fig. 1 .
Optical coherence tomography imaging
For evaluation of the peripapillary RNFL structure, we performed a spectral domain OCT (SD-OCT) on Cirrus OCT (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA, USA). The SD-OCT images were taken using a RNFL thickness image protocol, including an optic nerve head-centred raster with series of 12 scans, 6 mm in length each. The software of the Cirrus OCT provided a RNFL thickness map divided into 12 subfields. The average RNFL thickness was calculated automatically. In addition, to evaluate the RNFL thickness (lm) in the quadrants of interest, that is corresponding to the RO measurements, we divided the surface of the superior, nasal, inferior and temporal fields as to calculate the mean of the SN, IN, IT, ST RNFL quadrants, as exemplified in Fig. 2 (top-left).
The data were compared to the agematched controls and within each IRD group (RCD, CRD and IMD).
Genetic analyses
Genetic testing was performed on 28 of the 50 patients willing to participate. Two additional patients had their genetic analyses completed previously. Blood samples were taken from the 28 participants and genomic DNA was extracted from blood leucocytes, according to a standard procedure. Sequences were aligned using Chromas version 2.23 (Technelysium, Tewantin, Qld, Australia) and compared to the sequence obtained from Ensembl. Primers were obtained with the PRIMER3 software (http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3/) (Koressaar & Remm 2007; Untergasser et al. 2012 ).
Statistical procedures
To predict the effect of the oxygen saturation and retinal vessel diameter alterations on the peripapillary nerve fibre layer thickness, a linear mixedeffects model was performed. Mixedeffects models are suitable for repeated measurements data. 'Subject' was taken as a random factor, and the 'group', 'age', 'quadrant' and the 'eye' were taken as fixed factors. The results are presented as adjusted means with corresponding standard errors for controls and differences between study groups (controls versus IRDs, and RCD group versus other IRDs) with their respective p-values. The measurements were taken as average values and calculated within the quadrants (SN, IN, IT, ST) .
Interactions between the study groups and the predictors were optionally included in the mixed model. The mean SO 2 parameters (in retinal arterioles: A-SO 2 , in retinal venules: V-SO 2 , their difference: A-V SO 2 ) as well as the mean of the vessel diameter measurements (for retinal arterioles: D-A, and for retinal venules: D-V) were taken as independent variables. The RNFL thickness was treated as a predictor. If the interaction was significant, the study groups were subsequently evaluated separately, as well. If the interaction was not significant, it was discarded from further analyses.
Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05. p-Values between 0.05 and 0.10 were read as statistically significant trend. The statistical analysis was performed using software IBM SPSS Statistics version 21 (International Business Machines Corp., Armonk, NY, USA).
Results
A total of 52 patients (28 ♀ and 24 ♂; 104 eyes) with clinical and electrophysiological evidence of IRD were enrolled in the study: Eighteen age-matched controls (12♀ and six ♂; 36 eyes) were recruited from our data bank. The demographic characteristics of our patients and controls are presented in Tables 1 and S1 . The RCD group consisted of patients with autosomal recessive inheritance (11 patients), autosomal dominant inheritance (one patient), isolated form (seven patients), autosomal dominant Leber congenital amaurosis (one patient), autosomal recessive Usher II syndrome (three patients) and Refsum disease (one patient). The CRD group included patients with isolated form of CRD (three patients), recessive form of CRD (six patients, including one patient with suspected ABCA4 disease), two patients with homozygous ABCA4 disease, achromatopsia (two homozygous patients from one family) and an isolated form of Bardet-Biedl syndrome (two patients). The IMD group consisted of isolated hereditary maculopathy (eight patients, including three patients with suspected Best disease and three patients with suspected Stargardt's disease), autosomal dominant form (three patients, including one patient with Best disease and two patients with Stargardt's disease) and a patient with autosomal recessive form of Stargardt's disease. 2. An example of optical coherence tomography (OCT) measurements, using RNFL thickness image protocol (both eyes), of a control subject, RCD patient, CRD patient and IMD patient. In addition to the average RNFL thickness values, we calculated the RNFL thickness in twelve sector corresponding to their clock-face locations, as exemplified in figure 2-Control, RE. The quadrants have anatomically their mirror-like correspondences on the left, figure 2-Control, LE. In green are presented the retinal parts with normal thickness, as measured in the control, the IMD patient and in fewer retinal sectors in the remaining two patients. The RCD patient exhibited important thickness, presented in white colour in the majority of the retinal sectors. RCD, rod-cone dystrophy patients; CRD, cone-rod dystrophy patients; IMD, inherited macular dystrophy patients; RNFL, retinal nerve fibre layer thickness.
Retinal vessel oximetry results: increased A-SO 2, V-SO 2 and decreased A-V SO 2 values in RCD patients
In general, patients with IRD had higher average V-SO 2 values when compared to controls (p ≤ 0.029, ANOVA based on mixed-effect models, Table 2 ). Rod-cone dystrophy patients differed from controls, but also from patients with other IRD, when the average and the quadrant oxygen saturation values (A-SO 2 and V-SO 2 ) were evaluated (p ≤ 0.026, Table 2 ). For instance, in controls, the average A-SO 2 and V-SO 2 were measured at 92.98% and 54.38%, respectively (adjusted means, based on mixed-effect models). The corresponding average A-V SO 2 in controls was 38.60%. In RCD patients, the mean difference of the retinal A-SO 2 and V-SO 2 showed significantly increased averaged values with 9.724% and 6.467%, respectively, when compared to controls, while the A-V SO 2 decreased significantly by 3.258% (p < 0.001, Table 2 ). Both CRD and IMD groups showed also increased average V-SO 2 values, when compared to controls (p ≤ 0.029, Table 2 ) but still not as high as in the RCD group (p < 0.001, Table 2 ). Quadrant analyses in controls showed the highest V-SO 2 values in the SN (55.23%) and the lowest V-SO 2 values in the IT peripapillary retina (53.42%; Table 2 , Fig. 3B ). The same also held true for the CRD patients (Fig. 3B) . On the contrary, in the RCD group and the IMD group, the quadrant V-SO 2 values, in the nasal peripapillary area, were lower than in the temporal area (Fig. 3B) .
Retinal vessel diameter results: narrower D-A and D-V in RCD patients
The average peripapillary retinal vessel diameters showed a general tendency to be narrower in the IRD group than in controls (Fig. 3A,B) , reaching, however, statistically significant values for both the average arterial (D-A) and venular retinal diameter (D-V) only in the RCD group (Table 2 and Fig. 3A,  B) . Noticeably, the RCD group showed narrower average and quadrant peripapillary vessel diameter when compared to the CRD and IMD groups, as well (Table 2 and Fig. 3D,E) .
Quadrant analyses showed for all examined groups narrower D-A and D-V in the peripapillary nasal retina, compared to the temporal retina (p ≤ 0.001, Table 2 ; Fig. 3D ,E).
Peripapillary retinal nerve fibre layer thickness results: thickest peripapillary RNFL in RCD patients
Patients with IRDs have significantly greater average peripapillary RNFL thickness than controls (p ≤ 0.003, Table 2 and Fig. 3F ), where the average RNFL was the thickest in the RCD group, followed by the IMD and CRD groups (p ≤ 0003, Table 2 and Fig. 3F ). When evaluated as a function of the quadrant distribution, the RNFL was significantly thicker in the RCD group, than in the controls, IMD and CRD patients. With the exception of the CRD group, the quadrant distribution showed thicker RNFL in the temporal (especially in the inferior temporal quadrant), compared to the nasal quadrants (quadrant effect p = 0.001, Fig. 3F ).
Interactions between RNFL and RO data
Aiming to predict the effect of the oxygen saturation alterations and retinal vessel diameter on the peripapillary nerve fibre layer thickness, a linear mixed-effects model was performed.
The interaction effect possibly indicates a different dependence of the RNFL thickness on the RO-variables between study groups. Therefore, we started with evaluation of the interaction RNFL thickness*group effect against the RO data (retinal vessel saturation and retinal vessel diameter, Table 3 ). This means the RNFL thickness*group is taken as independent variable, and the RO parameters are taken as dependent variables.
For the average values, the RNFL thickness*group interactions were statistically significant for the following parameters: V-SO 2 , A-V SO 2 , D-A and D-V (p ≤ 0.024; Table 3 ). In addition, for each group separately, we evaluated the p-values with an independent variable RNFL thickness and dependant variables (A-SO 2 , V-SO 2 , A-V SO 2 , D-A and D-V), which was an indication for interaction. Here, for the RCD group, the correlations of RNFL thickness to V-SO 2 , A-V SO 2 , D-A and D-V were significant (Table 4) , but for the other groups, they were not. This indicates a different relationship between the RNFL thickness and the examined (RO) parameters for the RCD compared to the other groups.
Discussion
The present study shows that the retinal vessel oxygen saturation is affected in IRDs. The RCD group was clearly differentiated from controls, but also from patients with the other IRDs. When the average but also the quadrant A-SO 2 values and the V-SO 2 values were evaluated, the A-SO 2 and V-SO 2 were significantly higher in the RCD group. In addition, we found significantly attenuated arterial and venular vessels in the RCD group compared to controls and the other IRDs; this finding was confirmed in the average but also in the quadrant analyses. Next, the peripapillary RNFL thickness was increased in the RCD, detected both through the average and the quadrant analyses. Furthermore, we also found for the RCD group a significant association of the RNFL thickness to V-SO 2 , A-V SO 2 , D-A and D-V, which was, however, not the case for other IRD groups.
Altogether, our results indicate a different relationship of the RNFL thickness to the examined peripapillary oxygen saturation and to the vessel 
Increased oxygen saturation in RCD
The measured increase in oxygenation in the retinal vessels of the inner retina, discussed in previous studies (Eysteinsson et al. 2014; Todorova et al. 2014 Todorova et al. , 2016 T€ urksever et al. 2014; Ueda-Consolvo et al. 2015; Battu et al. 2015; Zong et al. 2016 ) and confirmed here, can be considered as a consequence of increased oxygen tension following oxygen flux from the choroid, due to a destroyed outer retina. This extra supply of oxygen to the inner retina, compensating for the degeneration process of the outer retina, was proposed by Yu and Cringle (2001) . As the outer retinal degeneration progresses, decreased oxygen consumption will occur, presenting generally with increased retinal arteriolar and venular SO 2 values. In analogy to the outer photoreceptors' degeneration, following panretinal laser coagulation in normal and diabetic animal models, a dramatic decrease in outer retinal oxygen consumption with increased oxygenation of the extracellular space has been found, once the photoreceptors were destroyed. In these cases, the efficacy of the panretinal laser coagulation, as a treatment for diabetic retinopathy, was thought to be due to reduced retinal oxygen need and increased oxygen tension, following oxygen flux from the choroid (Stefansson et al. 1981; Molnar et al. 1985; Stef ansson et al. 1986 Stef ansson et al. , 1992 .
Increased V-SO 2 has been found not only in patients of outer retinal degeneration (Eysteinsson et al. 2014; Todorova et al. 2014 Todorova et al. , 2016 T€ urksever et al. 2014; Ueda-Consolvo et al. 2015; Battu et al. 2015; Zong et al. 2016 ), but also in diabetes (Hammer et al. 2009; Hardarson & Stef ansson 2012) . However, both entities have a different pathological background. Thus, increased V-SO 2, does not necessarily mean higher oxygen tension in the retinal tissue. Interestingly, patients with RP and choroideremia rarely develop diabetic retinopathy (Arden 2001) . As the rod activity is thought to be responsible for the presentation of diabetic retinopathy, in the absence of rods, the mitochondrial glycolysis would be reduced, and thus the production of oxygen-free radicals (Sivaprasad & Arden 2016). It seems that retinal anoxia, which is a major pathogenetic factor in diabetic retinopathy, cannot develop in the presence of degenerative photoreceptors.
Going back to our study, the RCD group was clearly differentiated from controls but also from patients with other IRDs, with SO 2 values being significantly higher in the RCD group, when the average and the quadrant values were evaluated. This may be resulting from the reduced metabolic rate of the destroyed rod photoreceptors or from altered consumption of O 2 in the rod photoreceptors during dark adaptation (Stef ansson et al. 1983; Linsenmeier 1986 ).
In the present study, we are also providing a cross-sectional analysis of different metabolic and structural findings in phenotypically different patients. Based on our analysis we were able to identify a similar metabolic phenotype, shown by the pedigrees of two non-related families (family 3 and 4 with ABCA4 disease), which exhibited variable structural phenotype within each pedigree and different phenotype spectrum in one pedigree, compared to the other. It is to note that in our study, isolated forms of IMDs showed lower V-SO 2 than those with autosomal dominant mode of inheritance. Furthermore, patients with a clinical structural and functional phenotype of Stargardt's disease tended to have lower V-SO 2 values, when compared to those with Best disease. Thus, as the pathophysiology of these diseases and the mode of inheritance are not exactly the same, different effects on oxygen metabolism in the retina can be expected.
Inversed nasal-temporal difference of the V-SO 2 in the RCD group
The quadrant SO 2 distribution revealed for all examined groups lower A-SO 2 values in the peripapillary temporal retina, when compared to the peripapillary nasal retina. A novel finding is the peripapillary nasal-temporal difference in the V-SO 2 values within the RCD group. That is, compared to controls and CRDs, the V-SO 2 difference in the RCD group was inversed, with significantly higher levels in the peripapillary temporal retina. This result could be explained as follows: variations in human photoreceptors' topography have already been described, with higher cone density in the peripheral nasal retina relative to the temporal retina. On the contrary, rods have been found to have higher density in the peripheral temporal retina (Curcio et al. 1990 ). Under normal conditions, the light is captured by the visual pigment rhodopsin in the rods' outer segment and is triggering phototransduction, which is an energydemanding process (Masella et al. 2014) . In healthy subjects, consistent with the topographic mapping, more oxygen would be used in the peripheral temporal retina. In agreement, lower arteriolar and venular oxygen saturation values in the temporal retina have been found (Jani et al. 2014) and were confirmed in our study, as well.
In patients with RCD, on the contrary, taking the generalized photoreceptor degeneration and the impaired dark adaptation into account, even if the function of the central retina remains preserved the longest, higher V-SO 2 values in the temporal retina would be expected. The latter was also confirmed in our present study.
Retinal vessels
Consistent with the neurovascular remodelling occurring in RCD patients, attenuated vessels are to be measured (Merin & Auerbach 1976; Hartong et al. 2006; Ma et al. 2012; Eysteinsson et al. 2014; Lopez Torres et al. 2015) . Our RCD group was well distinguished from controls, as well as from other IRD through this sign. Meanwhile, the quadrant distribution remained unaffected, which means D-A and D-V seem to be almost equally diminished following the degenerative process. However, caution should be taken, as in the RCD group, the arterial vessels were greatly attenuated, mainly in the inferior nasal retina; therefore, in some patients, a reliable measurement was hard to be obtained, which in fact may have influenced our statistical analyses. 
Thicker RNFL in RCD patients
In our study group, we found significantly thicker average and quadrant RNFL layer in the IRD group compared to controls: with the thickest RNFL in the RCD group, followed by the IMD group and the CRD group. Thus, the thicker RNFL seems to be a pathognomonic sign of retinal degeneration in RCD patients. This finding is in agreement with the results of a recent immunohistochemistry study: as a response to apoptosis, a prominent neurite spouting of rod, amacrine and horizontal cells has been confirmed in cadaver eyes with RP. These changes in the retinal neurons seem to be, as already discussed (Fariss et al. 2000) , a manifestation of regeneration on the part of the remaining inner retina even at the expense of normal visual function.
Association between the peripapillary thicker RNFL, increased SO 2 values and attenuated vessels in RCD patients
In controls, higher thickness of the RNFL layer has been correlated to lower oxygen saturation values; this was explained as due to the increased optical absorption/aberrations from the axons, lying above the measured vessels (Jani et al. 2014) . Alterations in the optic disc axons have been reported in patients with IRD and were mainly considered to be a consequence of metabolic and structural changes (Wirtschafter 1983; Jacobson et al. 2007; Walia et al. 2007; Hood et al. 2009 ). In our RCD group, thicker RNFL layer corresponded to higher V-SO 2 , lower A-V SO 2 , and reduced D-A and D-V, which was, however, not the case for the other IRD groups. Thus, regeneration of the altered inner retina, in an effort to improve the neuronal activity and to provoke axonal regeneration, seems a plausible explanation.
Our entire discussion is in accord with previous histopathology studies on RCD. These studies have hypothesized the degeneration of the inner retinal cells to follow that of the photoreceptors and to be presumably connected to either transneuronal damage or vascular compromise (Wirtschafter 1983) . Changes in the number of the affected axons, as well as narrowing of the small vessels crossing the margin of the optic disc, are found to contribute to the optic disc pallor in RCD patients.
In conclusion, from the present study, we derive a clear evidence for increased peripapillary oxygen saturation, attenuated vessels and thicker RNFL in RCD patients. The averaged as well as the quadrant A-SO 2 and V-SO 2 were increased in RCD patients, and their difference, the corresponding A-V SO 2 , was decreased, when compared to controls and to patients with other IRDs.
However, caution should be taken as the higher SO 2 readings at thicker RNFL in RCD patients could also be an artefact due to higher backscattering from the RNFL behind the vessels, where the background measurement for the optical density calculation is used. Here, to reduce this artefact on RO data, we applied the optic disc-centred image protocol for the analyses. With aim to reduce the effect of pigmentation on RO data, we checked the brightness of the image using the three-channel luminance histogram tool of the RVA (Imedos UG) (T€ urksever et al. 2015) . In addition, patients with choroideremia were not included, as their brightness values would be out of range, for the purpose of our study.
Nevertheless, recording the peripapillary retinal oxygen saturation, the retinal vessel diameter and the RNFL thickness values, a prediction model can be proposed. It would identify which individuals within affected families are at risk of developing a photoreceptor degeneration of RCD type, while arguably with greater sensitivity, it would point out which ones can be excluded.
